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Social assistance or agency? Attachment Styles Moderate  
the Impact of Control Threat on Social Relationship Preferences 

Abstract: Building upon Gasiorowska and Zaleskiewicz's (2021, 2023), we explored how a control threat and 
attachment style influence social relationship preferences. This experiment aimed to investigate how experiencing 
a control threat affects individuals with secure, anxious, and avoidant attachment patterns when they can choose between 
seeking assistance from the market, asking a close person for help, or coping with the situation alone. Participants with 
different attachment styles were randomly assigned to either the lack of control condition (n = 290) or the having control 
condition (n = 277). Individuals with an anxious attachment were more inclined to choose the market-exchange option 
and less likely to select the agentic and communal options when faced with a control threat. Meanwhile, those with an 
avoidant attachment exhibited a higher tendency to choose the agentic option, while their preference for noncontingent 
help decreased after exposure to the control threat. Surprisingly, secure attachment individuals showed an increased 
preference for noncontingent help and decreased preferences for market exchange and self-reliance when exposed to the 
control threat compared to when they had control. These findings suggest that participation in market relationships may 
meet vital psychological needs and serve as a safeguard against attachment insecurities.  
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INTRODUCTION 

In everyday situations, individuals may either handle 
challenges independently or seek help from others (Mi-
lyavsky et al., 2022), choosing between two options: asking 
for assistance or paying for a service (Gasiorowska & 
Zaleskiewicz, 2022). For instance, when needing transpor-
tation to the airport, one may drive their own car, ask 
a friend for a ride, or hire a taxi. Factors influencing 
people's decisions in selecting either communal or market- 
based support include financial resources accessibility, 
relationship strength with friends, and other psychological 
aspects like attachment orientation and feelings of a lack of 
control. Previous research has shown that experiencing 
a lack of control increased people’s willingness to seek 
assistance in the market rather than ask a close person for 
help, especially among participants with higher attachment 
anxiety (Gasiorowska & Zaleskiewicz, 2023). However, the 

results for participants with attachment avoidance were less 
pronounced and showed that this dimension was related to 
participants’ preferences for the market option independent 
of control threat. Nevertheless, previous studies only 
examined the choice between two options, both of which 
utilize social assistance, without allowing participants to 
choose an agentic (self-reliant) option. This paper aims to 
fill this gap. Therefore, we wanted to further explore the 
effect of control threat by examining how it affects 
individuals with secure, anxious, and avoidant attachment 
patterns when they are given the option to choose between 
seeking help in the market, asking for help from a close 
person, and managing the situation on their own. 

MARKET VERSUS COMMUNAL SOCIALITY 

The Relational models theory by A.P. Fiske (1992; 
Fiske & Haslam, 2005; Gallus et al., 2021) has established 
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a typology of social relationships in which people can view 
their relationships with others as communal sharing, 
equality matching, authority ranking, or market pricing. 
Among these, communal sharing and market pricing are the 
most distinct (Fiske, 1992; McGraw & Tetlock, 2005). 
Communal relationships involve acts of kindness and gener-
osity, with the goal of increasing the recipient's welfare 
or happiness (Clark & Mills, 1993; Fiske, 1992). On the 
other hand, market relationships emphasize individual 
efficiency (Fiske, 1992; Zaki et al., 2021) and follow the 
rule of proportionality in social interactions (Gallus et al., 
2021; Rai & Fiske, 2011; Zaleskiewicz et al., 2020). 

The differences between communal and market 
relationships suggest that people choose one over the 
other not just for practical reasons, such as saving money 
by relying on friends instead of paying for a service. The 
two types of relationships also offer different psychologi-
cal benefits. For example, participating in a market 
exchange can enhance feelings of control, agency, and 
self-reliance (Gasiorowska et al., 2016; Gasiorowska & 
Zaleskiewicz, 2021; Zaki et al., 2021; Zaleskiewicz & 
Gasiorowska, 2017), which may be particularly appealing 
to those who value independence (Thomsen et al., 2007). 
Therefore, in some cases, people may prefer market 
solutions over communal relationships to gain the 
psychological benefits of market-type exchanges. 

Both market pricing and communal sharing represent 
social relationships, hence they require at least some 
contact with other people. However, there are some 
situations in which people tend to avoid being dependent 
on others, especially in close, emotional dependence. One 
example is being high in the attachment avoidance (Hazan 
& Shaver, 1994). People high in attachment avoidance 
tend to prioritize their independence and self-sufficiency 
over close relationships with others, hence they may prefer 
market-related solutions to communal ones (Gasiorowska 
& Zaleskiewicz, 2023). However, when their freedom or 
autonomy is being threatened, as it would be under 
a control threat, they may react in ways that help them 
maintain distance from others, and withdraw from any 
relationship, no matter if it is regulated by the market or 
communal norms, to regain their feelings of independence 
and agency. 

COMPENSATORY CONTROL, 
ATTACHMENT, AND MARKET 

RELATIONSHIPS 

Compensatory control theory posits that people have 
a deep-seated desire for personal control, driven by the 
need to perceive the world as structured, orderly, and 
predictable (Kay et al., 2008, 2009). Random or chaotic 
rules are anxiety-inducing, while the belief in personal 
control affirms that the world is not haphazard (Laurin 
et al., 2008). When feelings of personal control are 
diminished, individuals seek external sources of control to 
restore the structure in their social and physical environ-
ments (Kay et al., 2008, 2009; Whitson & Galinsky, 2008). 
This helps to rebuild confidence that the world is 

structured and nonrandom. When personal control 
is threatened, people are more likely to adopt beliefs in 
a controlling God, endorse conspiracy theories, believe 
in powerful enemies, prefer products that restore structure 
to their lives, or choose more hierarchical settings (Friesen 
et al., 2014; Kay et al., 2008; Shepherd et al., 2011; 
Sullivan et al., 2010). 

Gasiorowska and Zaleskiewicz (2021) recently in-
vestigated the advantage of market relationships in 
providing a sense of control. They proposed that such 
relationships can fulfill fundamental human needs for 
order, mastery, and predictability due to their clear and 
discernible rules that give people insight into the situation 
and provide a sense of structure (Fiske, 1992; Fiske & 
Haslam, 2005). They found that market-based cues 
increased personal sense of control, especially in those 
with insecure attachment styles (Gasiorowska & Zaleskie-
wicz, 2021). In subsequent studies, the authors investi-
gated the relationship between attachment style and 
willingness to seek support in either communal or 
market-based relationships when faced with a control 
threat (Gasiorowska & Zaleskiewicz, 2023). They found 
that individuals with higher attachment anxiety were more 
willing to seek support in the market rather than ask for 
help from a close person, while attachment avoidance was 
positively associated with a preference for the market 
option even in the no-threat condition. Interestingly, 
individuals with low attachment avoidance showed 
a stronger preference for the market option when exposed 
to a control threat vs no such exposure. This suggests that 
the specific role of attachment avoidance in the context of 
engaging in either communal or market relationships is 
more nuanced than the role of attachment anxiety 
and requires further investigation. This project addresses 
this gap. 

Attachment theory suggests that childhood experiences 
with attachment figures shape how people approach close 
relationships as adults (Mikulincer & Shaver, 2003). This 
leads to two dimensions of attachment in adulthood: 
attachment anxiety and attachment avoidance (Ainsworth, 
2014; Fraley et al., 2000; Hazan & Shaver, 1994). 
Individuals with attachment anxiety express preoccupation 
with relationships and have a strong need for emotional 
closeness, reassurance, and comfort (Ainsworth, 1989; 
Mikulincer & Shaver, 2003). Communal relationships, 
while psychologically rewarding, may not be effective 
when formed by individuals with attachment anxiety (Clark 
& Aragón, 2013; Mikulincer & Shaver, 2003). Furthermore, 
interactions with attachment figures may not reinforce 
anxious individuals' sense that problems are solvable and 
that goals can be achieved (Mikulincer & Shaver, 2017). 
Murray et al. (2006) also suggested that some people take 
defensive actions, such as devaluing their partner or the 
relationship itself, when threatened by rejection. This could 
lead them to look for other types of relationships or try to 
change the rules that regulate them. Attachment anxiety also 
predicts lower adherence to communal norms and percep-
tions of partner adherence to a communal norm, as well as 
greater adherence to an exchange norm in marriage, which 
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is viewed as an ideal communal norm (Clark et al., 2010). 
Recent studies also demonstrated that turning to market 
relationships under external threat is particularly common 
among individuals high in attachment anxiety, even in 
situations where a communal norm would be more 
appropriate, such as the need for emotional support 
(Gasiorowska & Zaleskiewicz, 2023). 

Individuals with high attachment avoidance tend to 
adopt a strategy of deactivating their attachment system, 
which allows them to escape the frustration and distress 
caused by emotionally insensitive attachment figures in 
their early experiences (Mikulincer & Shaver, 2003). 
Rather than seeking intimacy and emotional support, 
individuals high in attachment avoidance emphasize self- 
efficacy and personal power, using various defense 
strategies to refute the need for close relationships 
(Mikulincer & Shaver, 2017). They are less likely to 
provide emotional support and experience less intimacy, 
and may show aversion to commitment due to the 
anticipation of relationship failure (Vicary & Fraley, 
2007). This strategy is accompanied by an oversimplified 
representation of the interpersonal world, with an expecta-
tion of unreliable and potentially dangerous intentions in 
others, leading to excessive self-reliance (Campbell & 
Marshall, 2011; Leone et al., 2018). Gasiorowska and 
Zaleskiewicz (2023) demonstrated the propensity to avoid 
close bonds among those with avoidant attachment is so 
strong that they would prefer market solutions over 
communal ones even when their sense of control was not 
threatened. One possible interpretation of this result could 
be that people with such an attachment style are reluctant 
to engage in social relationships when their sense of 
control is threatened. In other words, although the use of 
market-like options may be perceived as an alternative to 
asking for help, it appears that market relationships, even if 
more formalized and not requiring closeness with others, 
might not function effectively as a psychological buffer for 
those who prefer to avoid relationships at all. Hence, in 
their studies, participants with the avoidant attachment 
style could not escape social interactions to act indepen-
dently and rely on their agency. Therefore, in this 
experiment, we tested the effect of control threat and 
attachment style on support seeking, but we allowed our 
participants to choose between three options as a possible 
solution to their dilemma: one that involved taking a costly 
action on their own (agentic, self-reliant option), a second 
that involved paying the same amount of money as in the 
agentic solution for a service (market option), and a third 
that involved asking a friend for help and incurring no 
proximal monetary cost (communal option). We expected 
that the threat to personal control (vs. neutral condition) 
would interact with attachment style to predict the 
preference for the specific solution in the presented 
situation. More specifically, we predicted that (1) for 
securely attached participants, the control threat would 
increase their preference for noncontingent help and 
decrease their preference for market exchange and self- 
reliant options compared to the neutral condition; (2) for 
anxiously attached participants, the control threat would 

increase their preference for market exchange and decrease 
their preference for both the self-reliant solution and 
noncontingent help compared to the neutral condition; and 
(3) for participants with avoidant attachment style, the 
control threat would increase their preference for the self- 
reliant option, and decrease their preference for both 
noncontingent help and market exchange when compared 
to the neutral condition. We preregistered our hypotheses, 
experimental design, analyses, and sample size at https:// 
aspredicted.org/8J4_YYW. The data, analysis syntax, and 
study materials are available at https://researchbox.org/ 
1483&PEER_REVIEW_passcode=WBIWMV. 

METHOD 

Participants and procedure 
We relied on the power analysis from Gasiorowska & 

Zaleskiewicz’s (2023) Study 1, assuming we needed to 
recruit at least 103 participants per condition. We assumed 
such a sample size for each condition for the three 
attachment styles in this experiment and planned to recruit 
618 participants. However, because this study was 
designed as a two-stage study, in which participants were 
contacted twice with ten weeks in between, attrition 
considerations from the first to the second part of the 
study, and because of the potentially small number of 
participants with anxious attachment style (Mickelson 
et al., 1997), in the first stage we recruited N = 1273 
participants from Prolific Academic, constituting a repre-
sentative sample of U.S. residents in terms of age, gender, 
and ethnicity. Participants completed a modified version of 
ECR-R scale (Fraley et al., 2000) as a part of a larger 
research project. Participants answered 36 items referring 
to close others in general on a seven-point Likert scale 
ranging from 1 = “strongly disagree” to 7 = “strongly 
agree.” These items were averaged to form indicators of 
two dimensions: attachment anxiety: α = .93, M = 3.26, 
SD = 1.29; and attachment avoidance: α = .93, M = 3.54, 
SD = 1.14. Using k-means cluster analysis, we categorized 
participants into groups and identified those with the 
secure attachment style (n = 330; relatively low scores on 
both dimensions: Manx = 1.96, SD = 0.55, Mavo = 2.35, 
SD = 0.60), the anxious attachment style (n = 296; 
relatively high scores on the anxiety dimension and low 
scores on the avoidant dimension: Manx = 4.47, SD = 0.69; 
Mavo = 3.38, SD = 0.60), and the avoidance attachment 
style (n = 342; relatively high scores on the avoidant 
dimension and low scores on the anxious dimension 
Manx = 2.76, SD = 0.68, Mavo = 4.22, SD = 0.74). 

Ten weeks later, they were invited to participate in an 
unrelated study in exchange for £0.50. Of these, N = 567 
completed the procedure within five consecutive working 
days (55.03% women, 44.27% men, 0.71% other; median 
age = 46 years, M = 45.42, SD = 16.74). The response rate 
was highest in the avoidant style group (n = 210), followed 
by the secure style group (n = 206) and the anxious style 
group (n = 151). No data were excluded at this stage, and 
data collection was not continued after analysis. 
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After participants gave informed consent and an-
swered demographic questions about gender and age, they 
were randomly assigned to either the lack of control 
condition (n = 290) or the having control condition (n = 
277). Randomization was performed separately for each of 
the three attachment styles groups. The control threat 
manipulation consisted of a questionnaire in which parti-
cipants indicated the degree to which they agreed with nine 
statements about their control over various outcomes 
(Gasiorowska & Zaleskiewicz, 2021, 2023; Sullivan et al., 
2010). All participants answered four filler statements 
designed not to threaten perceived personal control (e.g., 
“I have control over the kinds of clothing I wear”). In the 
control threat condition, five remaining items were 
designed to threaten participants’ feelings of control over 
chaotic risks (e.g., “I have control over: . . . whether I am 
exposed to a disease”). In the no-control-threat condition, 
the five remaining items were intended to reinforce 
perceptions of personal control (e.g., “I have control over 
. . . how much TV I watch”). All responses were made on 
a 5-point scale that ranged from 1 = “strongly disagree” to 
5 = “strongly agree.” Participants then answered a question 
intended to test the effectiveness of the manipulation (“In 
general, how much control do you feel you have over 
what happens in your life?”) using a slider from 0 = “none 
at all” to 100 = “very much.” Then, participants were 
asked to read the following scenario that contained three 
possible answers (displayed in a randomized order): 

“Imagine that you are going for a few days’ business trip and 
need to get to the airport, which is located 30 miles away from 
the place you live. You consider three possibilities of how to 
reach the airport: (1) you can drive there in your car and pay $50 
for parking, (2) you can call a taxi that would cost you $25 one 
way ($50 return), or (3) you can ask your friend for a lift, 
knowing that it would take them a whole evening to help you. 
What would you do in such a case?” 

The option chosen by participants served as the 
dependent variable (DV), with the first one being the 
agentic option (n = 281, 49.6% of choices), the second 
being the market option (n = 190, 33.5% of choices), and 
the third being the communal option (n = 96, 16.9% of 
choices). 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Manipulation check 
Participants in the lack of control condition re-

ported having less control over their lives (M = 67.73, 
SD = 17.34) than participants in the having control 
condition (M = 79.38, SD = 16.38), F(1, 565) = 67.41, 
p < .001, η2

p = .107, confirming that the manipulation was 
effective. 

Hypotheses testing 
To test our predictions, we a multinomial logistic 

regression with the choice of one of the three options as the 
dependent variable. We introduced control threat, attach-
ment style, and their interaction as predictors. Initial 

loglikelihood ratio test indicated that the effect of 
experimental manipulation was not significant, 
χ2(2) = 2.45, p = .293, while the effect of attachment 
style was significant, χ2(4) = 15.78, p = .003. Most 
importantly, in line with our preregistered hypothesis, we 
found a significant interaction between control threat 
manipulation and attachment style, χ2(4) = 22.68, p = .023. 
Therefore, we decomposed this interaction, investigating 
the pattern of choices in the three groups that differed 
in attachment style. Initial loglikelihood ratio test reveal- 
ed that the pattern of choices was affected by control 
threat manipulation in all attachment groups, respectively 
χ2(2) = 6.10, p = .047 for secure attachment, χ2(2) = 6.32 
p = .042 for avoidant attachment, and χ2(2) = 10.99, 
p = .004 for anxious attachment. Therefore, we ran the two 
preregistered multinomial regressions separately in the 
three attachment groups. In the first regression, we used 
the agentic option as the reference category, while in the 
second regression, we used the choice of the market option 
as the reference category. 

As demonstrated in Table 1 and in Figure 1, 
participants with secure attachment, on average, tended 
to choose the communal option less often than both agentic 
and market options, with no significant difference between 
the latter two. When their control was threatened, their 
probability of choosing the communal option over the 
agentic and market options was higher than in the no-threat 
condition, while the probability of choosing the agentic 
over the market option was not affected by the control 
threat. In other words, control threats increased the 
frequency of their communal choices without significantly 
affecting the frequency of agentic and market choices. 

Participants with the anxious attachment style, on 
average, tended to choose the agentic option over the 
communal option, with no differences between these two 
and the market option. When their control was threatened, 
their probability of choosing the market option over the 
agentic and communal options was higher than in the no- 
threat condition, while the probability of choosing the 
agentic over the market option was again not affected by 
the control threat. In other words, control threat manipula-
tion did not affect their frequency of communal choices, 
while it increased the propensity to choose the market 
option and decreased the propensity to choose the self- 
reliant option. 

Finally, participants with the avoidant attachment 
style, on average, tended to choose the agentic option over 
the communal option and the market option, and the 
market option over the communal option. When their 
control was threatened, their probability of choosing the 
agentic option over the communal options was higher than 
in the no-threat condition, while the probability of 
choosing the agentic over the market option and the 
probability of choosing the communal vs market option 
was not affected by the control threat. Altogether, in line 
with our predictions, when participants with the avoidant 
style were exposed to the control threat (as compared to 
the having control condition), the probability of choosing 
the agentic option increased, while the probability of 
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choosing non-contingent help decreased. The probability 
of choosing the market-exchange option did not differ 
between both conditions. 

DISCUSSION 

The main goal of this project was to test whether, 
under a control threat, people with different attachment 
patterns reveal distinct patterns of preferences for seeking 
assistance from the market, asking close others for help, or 
relying on themselves. We found that the control threat 
affected participants’ preferences for different options 
depending on their attachment style. More specifically, 

when participants with the anxious attachment style were 
exposed to the control threat, they were more likely to 
choose the market-exchange option and less likely to 
choose both the agentic and communal options than those 
whose control was not threatened. Moreover, the control 
threat increased securely attached participants’ preferences 
for noncontingent help and slightly decreased their 
preferences for market exchange and self-reliance, com-
pared with the having control condition. Finally, partici-
pants with the avoidant attachment style showed a greater 
tendency to choose the agentic option, whereas their 
tendency to choose noncontingent help decreased when 
exposed to the control threat. Consistent with the results of 

Table 1. Effects of control threat on the choices between communal, agentic, and market option by participants representing 
different attachment styles 

Attachment 
group Contrasts Predictor B se exp(B) 

95% CI 
Z p 

L U 

Agentic choice as reference category 

Secure Communal - Agentic Intercept -1.01 0.21 0.37 0.64 1.17 -4.82 .001     

Control threat 0.93 0.42 2.54 0.54 1.80 2.23 .026   

Market - Agentic Intercept -0.14 0.15 0.87 0.24 0.55 -0.92 .357     

Control threat -0.02 0.31 0.98 1.12 5.76 -0.05 .957 

Avoidant Communal - Agentic Intercept -1.65 0.23 0.19 0.37 0.68 -7.10  .001     

Control threat -1.11 0.47 0.33 0.39 1.34 -2.39 .017   

Market - Agentic Intercept -0.69 0.16 0.50 0.12 0.30 -4.41  .001     

Control threat -0.33 0.31 0.72 0.13 0.82 -1.04 .300 

Anxious Communal - Agentic Intercept -0.60 0.22 0.55 0.56 1.20 -2.77 .006     

Control threat 0.34 0.43 1.41 1.61 7.44 0.79 .430   

Market - Agentic Intercept -0.20 0.19 0.82 0.36 0.84 -1.03 .301     

Control threat 1.24 0.39 3.47 0.60 3.29 3.19 .001 

Market choice as reference category 

Secure Communal - Market Intercept -0.87 0.21 0.42 0.85 1.56 -4.06  .001     

Control threat 0.95 0.43 2.58 0.56 1.86 2.22 .026   

Agentic - Market Intercept 0.14 0.15 1.15 0.28 0.64 0.92 .357     

Control threat 0.02 0.31 1.02 1.12 5.95 0.05 .957 

Avoidant Communal - Market Intercept -0.96 0.25 0.38 1.47 2.72 -3.85  .001     

Control threat -0.79 0.50 0.46 0.75 2.57 -1.57 .115   

Agentic - Market Intercept 0.69 0.16 2.00 0.23 0.62 4.41  .001     

Control threat 0.33 0.31 1.39 0.17 1.21 1.04 .300 

Anxious Communal - Market Intercept -0.40 0.23 0.67 0.83 1.79 -1.76 .079     

Control threat -0.90 0.45 0.41 0.13 0.62 -2.00 .046   

Agentic - Market Intercept 0.20 0.19 1.22 0.43 1.05 1.03 .301     

Control threat -1.24 0.39 0.29 0.17 0.98 -3.19 .001   
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Gasiorowska & Zaleskiewicz’s (2023), the likelihood that 
avoidant participants chose the market-exchange option 
was not affected by the control threat. 

At this point, the questions arise as to whether the 
effect of turning to market relations under the control 
threat that we found in anxiously attached individuals can 
also be observed in the real world and whether it is 
widespread instead of being specific to a small group of 
individuals. First, it is important to note that, in today’s 
world, where uncertainty and ambiguity are rising (Ahir 
et al., 2018), people may experience reality as a persistent 
threat to the sense of control. Ahir et al. (2018) have shown 
that, over the past decade, even experts have come to view 
the world as less predictable and less easy to understand 
and that their ability to forecast the future has declined 
dramatically (see also Tetlock & Gardner, 2015). The 
growing uncertainty must have even more drastic psycho-
logical consequences for laypeople who, on the 
one hand, have open access to many different sources of 
information but whose ability to process knowledge, on the 
other, is highly limited (Kahneman, 2003). The confluence 
of information overload with people’s cognitive limita-
tions can not only produce feelings of uncertainty, which 
arise from doubts about whether or not a particular 
outcome will occur (Keren & Gerritsen, 1999), but also the 
experience of ambiguity, meaning that many possible 
interpretations of a particular event exist and each 
possibility is associated with a different degree of 
uncertainty (Furnham & Marks, 2013). If uncertainty and 
ambiguity depress feelings of control, defining social 
interactions in market-related terms might restore the 
belief that one can supervise and regulate the course of 
events (Gasiorowska & Zaleskiewicz, 2021). As we have 
shown, this holds especially for people whose anxious 
attachment patterns prevent them from building such 
a belief by turning to close, intimate relationships. 

Although the experiment presented in this paper 
suggests a relationship between insecure attachment styles 

and preference for market exchanges and self-reliant 
solutions, it was conducted with individuals considering 
hypothetical situations. However, observations of real- 
world practices in modern families also seem to support 
the prediction that at least some people, in their desire for 
personal control, want to escape the communal norms that 
normally govern spousal behavior. 

Relationships between spouses or parents and chil-
dren are usually based on positive emotions, love, and 
trust, so family and marriage are often cited as typical 
exemplars of communal relationships (Clark & Mills, 
1993; Zaleskiewicz & Gasiorowska, 2017). However, 
recent ethnographic field research has shown that some 
people start using business-like practices to manage the 
daily lives of their families, for example, by creating 
homemade accounting and budgeting spreadsheets, not 
only to enable sensible budgeting for the family but mainly 
to keep track of each spouse’s contribution to a common 
stake (Halawa & Olcoń-Kubicka, 2018). This suggests that 
people may want to redefine the organization of their 
families in ways that are more in line with market than 
communal guidelines (see also Clark et al., 2010). Halawa 
and Olcon-Kubicka (2018) summarize their findings from 
interviewing couples participating in their study as 
follows: “Spreadsheets display situations, drawing atten-
tion to some things and not others. …They downplay some 
events. They generate matters of concern and frame 
conversations. They reinforce gendered inequalities in 
control and management of domestic finances. They help 
one go fifty-fifty with one’s partner. …They help 
anticipate and project. They guard boundaries. They 
analyze.” (p. 14). Similarly, running a household with 
accounting software seems to provide a sense of monitor-
ing and control over the other partner’s behavior—a 
feeling that is particularly attractive for anxiously attached 
individuals (Rodriguez et al., 2015). 

Using homemade budgeting spreadsheets is one 
example of introducing market-like practices into commu-

Figure 1. Participants’ preferences for the three options depending on experimental condition and attachment style  
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nal relationships. Another solution that might give the 
spouses a better sense of control is to enter into a prenuptial 
agreement that regulates what should happen to the 
couple’s assets and income in the event of divorce. The 
prenuptial agreement has clear economic significance 
(Smith, 2003), but it also serves certain psychological 
functions (Buckley, 2018) by reducing uncertainty and 
giving spouses a feeling of autonomy and control over the 
course of events (Margulies, 2003). Such an arrangement 
eliminates the “what’s mine is yours” rule typical of 
communal interactions that requires partners to give up at 
least some control over the relationship. More importantly, 
willingness to sign such an agreement is associated with 
both anxious and avoidant attachment styles (Kochhar, 
2017). Therefore, statistics showing that the number of 
individuals seeking a prenuptial contract in recent years has 
increased significantly (Rudgard, 2017) may indicate a rise 
in spouses’ desire to control their marital relationships and 
may be the consequence of the increase in insecure 
attachment patterns. 

When one feels out of control in a communal family 
relationship, another way to restore a sense of control 
might be to escape the relationship. In the context of 
marriage, escape means divorce. Indeed, the more visible 
presence of the market mentality has been accompanied by 
a dramatic increase in the divorce rate (Härkönen, 2014; 
Wang & Schofer, 2018). Obviously, many causes are 
responsible for such a trend (Amato, 2010; Härkönen, 
2014), but some are undoubtedly related to avoiding 
dependence on others and people’s need to expand their 
ability to control events. Researchers point to the desire for 
personal freedom and self-development, and individualism 
(Wang & Schofer, 2018), which are the values that matter 
in the free market governed by exchange relationships, and 
are particularly salient among people with avoidant 
attachment styles. Indeed, individuals with avoidant 
attachment patterns are more likely to divorce or simply 
end the relationship (Hazan & Shaver, 1987; Kirkpatrick & 
Davis, 1994), and they are more likely to remain single 
after such a situation than individuals with secure and 
avoidant attachment styles (Ceglian & Gardner, 1999). 
These findings are consistent with our findings that 
avoidant participants prefer to use market-type assistance 
rather than ask for communal help, even in the absence of 
a control threat, and they eagerly resort to self-reliant 
solutions under a control threat. 

LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS 
OF RESEARCH 

In considering the implications of our findings, it is 
important to acknowledge certain limitations and identify 
avenues for future research. First. all assessments in this 
project were self-reports, and we used online panels to 
recruit participants. Although the quality of data obtained 
from online labor markets has been questioned, research 
suggests that Prolific Academic is a reliable source of data 
comparable to those collected using traditional methods 
(Palan & Schitter, 2018). Moreover, it remains unclear to 

what extent the self-reports accurately capture genuine 
attitudes, judgments, or preferences. As such, we need 
further investigations to conceptually validate our conclu-
sions, employing behavioral measures in authentic, ex-
ternally valid contexts. Field experiments conducted in 
natural social settings would be ideal for this purpose, 
allowing us to better understand the true nature of the 
phenomena under study. 

A further consideration that must be taken into 
account relates to the manipulation of control perceptions 
in our experimental design. While we were able to 
manipulate control perceptions, we only measured attach-
ment orientation, which precludes us from drawing firm 
causal conclusions. It is possible that the relationship 
between insecure attachment and a preference for market- 
like sociality is, in fact, the inverse of our proposed 
directionality. Specifically, it could be argued that 
individuals with market preferences may be more likely 
to develop less secure attachment patterns than those who 
prioritize intrinsic values. While we find this alternative 
explanation unlikely, given the well-established roots of 
adult attachment in early life experiences, we acknowledge 
the need to examine the causal linkages between our key 
variables in future research. It should also be noted that 
while attachment is generally considered a globally 
oriented construct (Mikulincer & Shaver, 2003), peo-
ple have multiple attachment schemas activated by 
different attachment figures, including supportive and 
nonsupportive ones (Pierce & Lydon, 1998). As such, 
priming participants with relationships to specific attach-
ment figures can activate these relational schemas, 
potentially generating temporary attachment patterns. 
Future research should therefore explore the extent to 
which experimentally manipulated attachment patterns can 
alter consumers' propensities to use market-based social 
assistance to support causal claims. 
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